The multi-functional accelerator tuning

GIVE YOUR CAR
A NEW CHARACTER
With the IOPEDAL your car has more dynamic response and
optimized acceleration.
Product features

4 functional driving modes to improve throttle response and driving behavior
Remote Controlled - Flexible and intuitive operation
Auto-Ranging Function for individual tuning
Improved security with secureMode & valtetMode
Warm-Up timer
Easy Plug & Play installation

REMOTE CONTROL
DrivingModes

ValetMode

SecureMode

Connection

Battery

ModeButton
Flexible and intuitive operation
Clear optical feedback with RGB-LEDs
Flexible mounting position - Bracket and fastening material included
Wireless remote controlled - No additional cable connection

DRIVING MODES
100%

trafficMode
Unfamiliar terrain or too much traffic? With this mode you
can take it easy. The reaction of your accelerator padal is less
sensitive, especially when starting off. Your stress level will
thank you.
100%

100%

ecoMode
With a few tricks you can save fuel and money. This driving
mode helps to reduce the average fuel consumption of the car
when the rules of eco-driving are observed.

100%
100%

sportMode
Give your car a sportier character with this driving mode.
Discover the hidden potential and fall in love with your car again.

100%
100%

xtremeMode
Still looking for more? Then give this mode a try.
Each program/drivng mode can be further adjusted with 5
unique sub-programs each.
100%

ADDITIONAL FEATURES
secureMode
Activate this mode and your accelerator pedal will be locked the next start. To unlock
simply press any key on the remote. Add this fast and simple anti-theft protection to
your car.

valetMode
You don’t feel confortable about handing over your vehicle to a valet or a less
experienced driver? Then just limit it’s performance. With this mode you can limit the
range of your accelerator pedal.

Auto-Ranging Funktion
The IOPEDAL-ECU has an intelligent calibration function. After installation, all the necessary information from the accelerator pedal is analyzed and processed into the optimized individual map. In this way, the individual driving modes are automatically adapted
to the individual map of the accelerator pedal.
The IOPEDAL has a number of other interesting functions and settings:
• Flavor select allows for more than 60 different sub-programs
• Warm-up timer
• Wiring with plug connection
Visit us on
www.iotuning.com

info@iotuning.com

For Dealers - Low inventory due to:
All-in-one system for analogue, SENT and PWM signals
Wiring with plug connection
Attractive and fair-trading margins
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